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THE MAIN result of this paper is a 2-primary decomposition of a certain loop space analogous 
to that given in Theorem 4 of [17] for odd primes by Selick. A corollary is an analogue of the 
Kahn-Priddy theorem for the 3-sphere. Throughout this paper all spaces are localized at the 
prime 2 unless otherwise stated. 
Let 2: 0X + RX denote the H-space squaring map for the based loop space RX. (QX) {2} 
denotes the homotopy theoretic fibre of 2. W, is the homotopy theoretic fibre of the double 
suspension E2: S’“-r + QzSz”+‘, S3 (3 ) is the 3-connected cover of S3, and fi:S” is the 
component of the base-point in Q”S”. 
THEOREM 1.1. Q%S3 is a retract of (fi3S5) (2). 
The map giving the retraction is fairly explicit and has other applications such as 
Proposition 1.7. Sacrificing control over the retraction through modifications, one has 
THEOREM 1.2. (Q2S5){2} h 1s omotopy equivalent to R2S3 (3 ) x W,. 
Since the fourth power map on (Q2S5) (2) . IS null-homotopic, these theorems give a 
(perhaps convoluted) proof of James’ result that S3 has exponent 4 [ll; Theorem 1.203. 
COROLLARY 1.3. S3 has exponent 4. 
Recall that rrq (X; Z/2) is the set of based homotopy classes of maps Zqm2 R P2 to X. 
COROLLARY 1.4. If q 2 4, then nqS3 is a direct summand of Aq+ 1 (S’; Z/2). 
One formulation of the Kahn-Priddy theorem [12] is that there is a map 0’: 12”Z a, RI’” 
+ Q$ S OL which induces a split epimorphism on homotopy groups. 
COROLLARY 1.5. There is a homotopy commutative diagram 
where E rL is the stabilization map and the two maps 6 and 6’ induce split epimorphisms on 
homotopy groups. 
James constructs maps H,: OS”+’ + CIS’“+’ with (2-local) homotopy theoretic fibre S” 
in Section 15 of [lo]. With n = 2 Toda shows that the restriction of H, to QS3 (3 ) is a map 
h,: RS3 (3 ) + RS5 with homotopy theoretic fibre S3 by Theorem 2.4 of [19]. Thus there is 
an induced fibration i: S3 + RS3 (3 ) with homotopy theoretic fibre R’S’ and an induced 
map A: R2S’ + S3. 
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COROLLARY 1.6. There is a map 5: QS3 + R3Ss such that the diagram 
R3S5 2 .Q3S5 
homotopy commutes. 
RS3 
We do not know whether the map t induces the double suspension on homotopy groups. 
Much of the work here involves various function spaces. One point is that several natural 
loop maps are composites of maps which are not even homotopy multiplicative. We include 
an example related to the Whitehead product and the “q-homomorphism” of G. W. 
Whitehead [223. 
Let XA denote the space of pointed maps from A to X for pointed spaces A and X. A 
pointed map a: B + A induces a*: X A + XB. 
Let q: S5 + BS3 (= HPm) denote the generator of n5BS3 z E/2. Let II: S3 -+ S2 denote 
the Hopf map and [1,, 1J in 7rln _ 1 S” the Whitehead square. In Section 8 we define the map 7~: 
RSQ --, BS3 used in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. There is a map n: RSQ + BS3 such that (R2n).q* is homotopic to 
Q’(q. [I~, 15]). Furthermore, q*: R2SQ + Q3SQ is not homotopy multiplicative. 
Two homological computations are of use here. 
PROFQSITION 1.8. Letf: RiS3 -+ RzS3 be any map which induces an isomorphism on xi, i 
= 1,2. Then f is a homotopy equivalence (at 2). 
The computations in Proposition 1.8 are used in [Z] to prove that iffin Proposition 1.8 
induces an isomorphism on x1, then it induces an isomorphism on n,. Thus RzS3 is 
“atomic.” Furthermore it has been proven in Theorem 1.1 of [6] (respectively Theorem 5.1 
of [l]) that if f is multiplicative (respectively homotopy multiplicative) and f induces an 
isomorphism on ~1, thenf is an equivalence. One might wonder whether Proposition 1.8 
remains true if 3 is replaced by 2n + 1. 
Our computations in Theorem 3.5 of [2] give 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let f: X + (Q2S2”+’ ){2) be a map which induces a mod-2 homology 
isomorphism on the module of primitives in dimensions 2n - 2 and 4n - 3 for n 2 2. If the mod-2 
homology of X is isomorphic to that of (Q2S2”+‘) {2} as a coalgebra over the Steenrod algebra, 
then f, is an isomorphism. 
In this paragraph we digress for a moment o odd primes p. Selick proves that R2S 3 (3 ) is 
a retract of (Q2S2p+ ’ ) {p}; Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are analogues of the main results of 
[16, 17). The methods here are somewhat different because S2P+ ’ fails to be a p-local H-space 
precisely when p = 2. In addition, the proofs of Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6 apply if one replaces 
“2” by “p”. In particular it follows that the pth power map on Q3S ‘p+ 1 factors through Toda’s 
map RA: f13S2p+’ + QS 2p- ‘. Remarks on proofs are given in Section 2. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 summarizes the main results. Proofs of the 
main results are given in Sections 2 through 4. Applications of H-space deviations and co-H- 
space codeviations are given in Section 5. Sections 6 through 12 give proofs of the requisite 
technical results while Sections 13 through 15 give the relevant homological computations. 
Most of the work here is in proving Theorem 1.1. Much of the analogous work required 
to prove Theorem 1.2 is given in [2] and [S] from which we quote liberally. 
52. PROOFS OF 1.3 TO 1.6 
(QX) {2} is homotopy equivalent o XA the function space of pointed maps from A to X 
where A is [WP’. Thus (Q2S5) {2} is homotopy equivalent o (S5)ZRP2. The suspension order 
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of the identity of XiRP’ is 4 by Theorem 4.1 of [20]. Thus the fourth power map on 
(D2S5) (2) is null and so Corollary 1.3 follows. 
Similarly n,(R3S5) (2) is isomorphic to rtq+4 (S’; Z/2). Thus Corollary 1.4 follows. 
Let Em: R”Z”X + R” C m X denote the stabilization map. Let i: R P” + R P” denote the 
standard inclusion. By the main result of [12] and Corollary 3.2 of [7] there is a homotopy 
commutative diagram 
h, 
n&Y -R”I:“WP”- 1 
E" I 1 QmZ:“(i) h, 
R;S"-R"C"RP" 
and a map 8’: R”Z*[WP” -+ fi;Sm such that &*/I, is homotopic to the identity. 
Let 8: (S13S5) (2) + @S3 be any choice ofretraction in Theorem 1.1. Define a: (n3S5) (2) 
-+ R”X” RP” to be the composite R”X:” (i)*h, .8. Thus f7.a is homotopic to Em.8 and 
Corollary 1.5 follows. 
Again by [ 121 and [17], it follows that there is a p-local homotopy commutative diagram, p 
2 2, 
and a map 19’: R”E OD B(R m, p) + 12$Sm such that 8’. h, is homotopic to the identity where 
B( R”, p) is the configuration space of p-tuples of distinct points in IX!“. Define f: 
(Q~S~P+I ) {p} -+ R”C” B( R”, p) as in the above paragraph and observe that the odd 
primary analogue of Corollary 1.5 follows. 
Before proving Corollary 1.6, we remark that by Lemma 3.1 of [3], it follows that there 
exists a homotopy commutative diagram 
The content of Corollary 1.6 is that setting n = 2 one obtains a better result after looping. 
In the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 we construct maps h: Q’S3 + (n2S5) (2) such that 
the composite j. h: RZ S 3 + R2 S 5 is homotopic to SW, where Hz is the second Hilton-Hopf 
invariant andj: (Q2S5) (2) + R’S5 1s the natural map. The retractions in Theorems 1.1 and 
1.2 are obtained from retractions for the map h when restricted to R’S3 (3). Thus by 
Theorem 1.2 there is a homotopy commutative diagram 
R3S5 I (WP) (2) 
1 1 j Y yi 
R3S5 z 
where the homotopy theoretic fibre of ‘J is R’S3 (3 ) and i is the natural map. Of course, Z 
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has the homotopy type of W, by Theorem 1.2, but we do not need this. In any case, there is a 
morphism of fibrations 
Q3S3 0 -* -----3R2S3 (3) 
RzHz 1 2 1 i 1 
R3S5 - R3S5 A (Q2S5) (2) . 
I I I 
x ------+R3S5 l Z 
Thus X is homotopy equivalent o the fibre of the map RH,: R2 S 3 ( 3 ) + R2 S 5 and is thus 
homotopy equivalent o QS3. Hence the map 2: Q’S 5 -+ R3S5 factors through RS3. 
To obtain the analogous result for p > 2, replace (R2S 5, { 2) by (Q2 S2P+ ’ ) { p} and use P. 
Selick’s Theorem 4 in [ 171. 
$3. PROOF OF 1.1. 
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 follow the same general pattern and use similar maps. 
Let [X, yl denote the set of pointed homotopy classes of maps from X to Y [XX, YJ and 
[X, QYl are naturally isomorphic groups. The kth power map on ZX induced by the 
suspension structure will be written [k]. 
Consider the Hilton-Hopf invariant HI,: RS 2n+ ’ -* fU4”+ i. The following lemma is due 
to M. G. Barratt; a proof is given in Lemma 3.1 of [3]. 
LEMMA 3.1. RH, has order 2 in the abelian group [Q2S2”+ ‘, Q2S4”+ ‘1 and thus there is a 
rijt h ofQH2 to (R2S4”+l ) (2). This lift induces an isomorphism on H4n_2 ( ; Z/2). 
The proof of Lemma 3.1 in [3] applies to maps h,: f2S2”+ ’ -+ ClS4”+ ’ where the diagrams 
ns2n+ 1 
h, 
fis4n+ 1 
6) 
(ii) 
W-11 I , and 
c 
Qsz”+ 1 
h, 
4 
fJs4n+ 1 
4 
Qsz”+ 1 
h, 
JI 
>ns 
4n+ 1 
homotopy commute for /3: S4” + S 2n. Thus h, may be any sort of reasonable Hopf invariant 
and Lemma 3.1 remains valid. 
Define h: R’S3 (3) + (Q2S5) (2) to be the lift in Lemma 3.1 restricted to R2S3 (3) 
where n = 1. There are many choices of h, none of which are H-maps. 
To prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices by Proposition 1.8 to construct a map 0: (Q3S5) 
(2) + RZS’ such that 8. Rh induces an isonorphism on n,, i I 2. The crux of the 
construction of 8 is 
THEOREM 3.2. There exists a map g: fi2S5 + RS3 such that 
(i) g induces an epimorphism on xi, i = 3, 4, and 
(ii) g has order 2 in the abelian group [Q2S5, RS3]. 
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Example 3.3. Let ii: Ss + BS3 denote the generator of rr5 BS3 z h/2. Then n2Fj has 
order 4 in the abelian group [R’S’, sZS3 J. This was essentially proven in Example 1.3 of [4] 
and a proof is given in Section 8. 
In any case, granting Theorem 2.2 we give the proof of Theorem 1.1. Since Qg is 
multiplicative, the diagram 
Q3S5 - * 
I I 
‘1 ng 1 
f13S5 - R2S3 
homotopy commutes by Theorem 3.2(ii). Thus there is a lift 
8: (03s’) (2) + R$3 
and a morphism of fibrations 
(i23S5) (2) ---L LgS3 
i 
R3S5 -02S3. 
Consider the morphism of long exact homotopy sequences 
/;(fi;l.liJ 2 “r 2 .zf/‘- ‘:““;:‘ Y’A “y” 
K Q3S3 1 0 r n,fpp - 0 - 2 0 x R3S3 2 K3i22S3 - 0. 
E a 
Since n2 R3 S5 z Z, 7r3 R3S5 z Z/2, and 2, induces multiplication by 2, it follows from 
Theorem 3.2(ii) that 8 induces an isomorphism on nit i = 1, 2. 
A similar check on homotopy groups for the morphism of fibrations 
R2S3 
h 
- (Q2S5) (2) 
I 1 
$ oh, I 
R2S3 - R2S5 
I I 
2 
*--------_, R2S5 
gives that h induces an isomorphism on Xi, i = 2, 3. That is, there is a lift G in the diagram 
s2; R3S3 
406 F. R. Cohen 
where d is of odd degree, and tj3 generates n,Q’ S 3. Hence rs,: x3 S2 + x3 R3 S ’ is an 
epimorphism. 
Thus Theorem 1.1 follows from Proposition 1.8 
We shall show in Proposition 6.2 that g cannot be chosen to be an H-map. 
$4. PROOF OF 1.2. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 uses the map h: R2 S 3 ( 3 ) + (Q2 S 5, { 2) given in Section 3. 
Using the methods in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we show in [8] 
THEOREM 4.1. There is a map p: Q2S9 -P RS’ which induces an epimorphism on x7. 
Since Q(p) is multiplicative, there is an induced map p: (Q3S9){2f + (Q2S5){2}. In 
Proposition 1.3 of [3] we constructed maps 6,: W, + (C13S4”+l) (2) which induce 
isomorphisms on H4n_2. Let d denote the composite p. u2. Define y: Q2S3 ( 3 ) x W2 
+ (Q2S5) (2) to be the composite 
RZS3(3)x W2~(RZS5){2}x(R2S5){2} m”‘t’ply B (WS5) (2). 
We require 
LEMMA 4.2. (i) y induces an isomorphism on the module of primitivesfor mod-2 homology in 
degrees 2 and 5. 
(ii) The mod-2 homology of R’S3 (3) x W, is isomorphic to that of (C12S5){2} as a 
coalgebra over the Steenrod algebra. 
Thus Theorem 1.2 follows from Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 1.9. 
5s. DEVIATIONS, CODEVIATIONS, AND LOOP MAPS 
To prove the main technical results (Theorems 3.2 and 4.1), one needs to know that 
certain maps are homotopic to loop maps. Throughout this section assume that X stands for 
a connected C W-complex. The observations in this section are well-known. Proofs are 
included for convenience. 
LEMMA 5.1. An H-map f: RZX + RY is homotopic to a loop map. 
Proof. Let g: RI;X + QY denote the canonical loop map obtained by the unique 
multiplicative extension of the composite X 4 QZX 5 QY where E is the suspension. g is 
Q(g) where g is the adjoint off. E. We claim that g is homotopic tog 
Let pn: X” --* RZX be given by the multiplication in a fixed order [for example, 
/.&(x1,. . * 7 x,) = x1(x2(. . . (X,-IX,). . . ))I. By hypothesis, f is homotopy multiplicative 
and so f. ,un is homotopic to g. p,. 
Let n,,X” denote the weak direct product: that is, the direct limit of finite products. Let p: 
l-$X” + SZZX be given by the maps pn. The induced group homomorphism 
p*: [QZX, QY-J + [l-I.X”, nYl 
is a split monomorphism of sets since ZQZX is a wedge summand of Z (n.X”). Sincef ~1 
and g .p are homotopic, so arefand g, and the lemma follows. 
Let a: Z A + ZB be any pointed map and define the codeviation 
to be (a v CL)$~ -$B . a where l(lx denotes the natural comultiplication in x:X and “ -” is 
subtraction in the group [CA, CB v CB]. Let i: CB v ZB + ZB x ZB denote the natural 
inclusion. Evidently ill(a) is null. Hence D(a) lifts to the homotopy theoretic fibre of i. Of 
course one could replace Z A by a cogroup or Z B by a co-H space in the above, but we elect to 
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do otherwise. In any case, the homotopy theoretic fibre of i is homotopy equivalent to 
xi, j z ,vB[~+~I if B is connected whereB[“]is the n-fold smash product of B by the corollary to 
Theorem 3 of [13]. This codeviation was studied in [4]. Next, notice that the codeviation D(a) 
factors as 
x (i,j 2 1 V W+jl) 
where E is a sum of maps wi+j: 2 Bci +j] -+ I2 B v Z B which are generalized Whitehead 
products. 
Evidently, a induces a map a*: Xx8 + XrA and XxA is homotopy equivalent o a(X”). a* 
may not necessarily be homotopy multiplicative. Notice that D(a) induces 
Clearly, we have 
D(a)*: XzBxXTB+XxA. 
LEMMA 5.2. a* is an H-map if and only ij D(a)* is null-homotopic. 
This information will be applied to q: S 3 4 Sz which of course is not a co-H map. Indeed, 
the “horn dual” q*: R2X --) R3X is in general not an H-map. (However if X is an H-space, 
then q* is an H-map.) In particular, we need the specific form of D (q)* to use in the proof of 
Theorem 7.3. First, D(q) must be computed. Let W denote the Whitehead product [ii, i2] 
where ij: S2 + S2 v S2, j = 1, 2, are the natural inclusions. 
LEMMA 5.3. D(q): S3 ---) S2 v Sz is the Whitehead product f. [I~, 12]. 
Proof: Consider the inclusion S2 v S2 -+ S2 x S2 with homotopy fibre Z(RS2 A RS2). 
Furthermore, S3c1”122Sz v S2 + S2 x S2 is a cofibration. Thus [iI, 12] lifts to 
Z(QS’ A flS2) and this lift induces an integral homology isomorphism in degrees less than 4 
by the Serre exact sequence. Thus, the codeviation D(q) factors as 
s3/13 * 
Cb. 121 
-s2vs 2 
D(v) 
up to homotopy and so it suffices to compute the degree of p. 
LEMMA 5.4. p is of degree + 1. 
Proof. Adjoint D(q) to give D (r]) : S2 ---, R(S2 v S2). By definition, D(q) is the loop sum 
(in the group [S’, R(S2 v S2)J) of the following two maps 
(i) S2Z R(S3 v S3)RoO(S2 v S’), and 
(ii) S’4 RS32 RS2 o(zR(S2 v S2) -i + n(s2 v S2) 
where V is the adjoint of the comultiplication V: S” + S” v S” and - 1 is the loop inverse. 
We compute the maps in (i) and (ii) in integral homology. First, recall that H,R (S3 v S3) 
z T[y,,y2],H,RS2 Z T[x]andH,R(S’ v S2) z T [x, , x2] with xi and yi induced by the 
natural inclusions, and T[ V] denotes the tensor algebra of the free abelian group V. Let I 
denote the fundamental class of S’. Then 
(iii) Q(q v q).,.( yi) = xf, and so 
(iv) R(q v r]),V, (I) = x: +x$ 
F. R. Cohen 
Similarly 
(v) (Q~).,,&.(I) = x2, and so 
(vi) Q(V),(Q9),E,(4 = (x1 +x2)*. 
Thus 
D(q)* (I) = x:+.x: -(x1 +x*)2 
and so D(q), (I) = -[xl, x2] in Zf,R(S* v S*). Hence p is of degree + 1 and the lemma 
follows. 
Consider 
WX x Wxw- R3X 
where W* is the “horn dual” of W = [iI, I* J. Observe that W* factors through 
(Q*X) A (Q* X). By abuse of notation, let W* denote the induced map W *: (Q* X) A (fl* X) 
+CPX. 
COROLLARY 5.5. The H-deviation of q*: R*X + R3 X, D(q)*, factors through W*: 
R2X AC12x+n3x. 
Next consider the composite 
Y A YZ (P z* Y) A (GE* Y) %I3 (I? Y) 
together with the Samelson product 
[E, E]: (xy) A (xy) + nx(CY) 
where E: CY-r QZ(EY) denotes the suspension. Finally consider the twist map r: S ’ A Y 
+ Y A S ‘. The following proposition will be used later. 
PROWSITION 5.6. W*. (E* A E2) and [E, E]. (1 A T A 1) are adjoints. 
Proof. The appropriate adjoint of W *. (E* A E’), f, is given by the composite 
lAEZhE2 2 
S’AYAY- ~~r$l~ 
A check on the point set level gives thatf (1 A T A 1) is homotopic to the Samelson product: 
In particular W may be chosen adjoint to the Samelson product so that 
t (1 A T A. 1) (S, t, X, Y) = (S, X) (t, Y) ( - S, X) ( - t, Y) 
for (s, t, x, y) E S 1 A S’ A Y A Z That-f (1 A T A 1) is homotopic to [E, E] follows im- 
mediately from the observation that the diagram 
E 
IzY---+ m*Y 
c-11 
I i 
-I 
E 
CY- RZ2Y 
homotopy commutes. 
$6. CONSTRUCTION OF g AND THE PROOF OF 3.2 
Consider the map Q2g in Example 3.3. Although 2R24 is non-zero, we shall show 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. There exists a map 4 : R2 S s + OS3 such that 4 induces the trivial map on 
q, i I 5, and such that 24 = 2R2tf in [Q’S’, OS3 J. 
Let g denote the map in Theorem 3.2. 
Pao~osrrto~ 6.2. Neither 4 nor g can be chosen to be an H-map. 
Construction 6.3. g = 02q - 4 in [Q2S5, SkS’] where 4 is the map given in Pro- 
position 6.1. 
Since I$ is trivial on xi, i I 5, andQ2ij induces an epimorphism on ni, i = 3,4, it follows 
that g induces an epimorphism on 1Li, i = 3,4. 
Since 24 = 2R2ij in [fIzS5, RS3] by Proposition 6.1, the equation 
2g = 2(&-&7-4) = 2R2r7-2C#l = 0 
is satisfied in [R2S5, QS’]. Thus Theorem 3.2. follows 
To construct 4 we must consider several maps. First consider the 2-local fibration 
S4 5 RSS % QS9 which induces the EHP sequence [l l] and thus obtain a fibration 
a 
R2S9 -s 
I4 
I E 
RS5. 
Next, consider the map i: S4 + BS3 where i is the inclusion of the bottom cell in the 
classifying space BS 3 (= HP” ). Recall that [k] denotes the degree k map on a suspension 
CX. Finally, consider the composite given by commutativity of the diagram 
together with 
LEMMA 6.4. The diagram 
homotopy commutes. 
Thus by Lemma 6.4, the composite 
RS9 Z_RS9%_, s 2 105~2S9 
is null-homotopic because S2’ q9 1 R2 [2] is null. We obtain a morphism of fibration sequences 
where’cr is clearly not uniquely defined. 
Using the maps above, we can now define $. 
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Construction 6.5. r$ is the composite 
Q2S5 L @-yS9){2) %.R4s9%Q2p%::np 
where a, a, and i are given above and h is the map in Lemma 3.1. 
We start to prove Proposition 6.1. The proofs of Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.4 are easy 
and relegated to Section 11. 
A “computation” of 24 is necessary to do Proposition 6.1. In the construction (6.5) of 4, 
all maps except h are loop maps. Thus 24 in [Q’S’, QS’] is given by the composite 
R2S5 : (PS9) (2) 5 (n2s9) (2) J+ RS3 
where < is the composite (Q2 i)* (Q2 a).. @a). 
In order to expand the map 2, we consider contravariant q: The Hopf map.q: S3 + S2 
induces q*: Q2 X -+ Q3 X. Next consider the cofibration sequence S2 i P3 (2) 2 S3 where 
P”(k) is the cofibre of the degree k map on S”- l and j is the pinch map. Thus there is an 
induced fibration sequence 
Q~x~-:xP’(z)$Q~x 
LEMMA 7.1. There is a homotopy commutative diagram 
@2X) {2) -% R2X s’, R3X 
1 Jr;,. 
Proof. (Q2X) (21’ h is omotopy equivalent o the function complex ( X)P’(z). The H-space 
squaring map on (X) p”(2) is induced by the degree 2 map, [2], on P3 (2). By Lemma 2.1 of 
[20] there is a homotopy commutative diagram 
P3(2) L s3 AS2 
\I 
i 
PI 
P3(2) 
and so Lemma 7.1 follows by taking “horn duals.” 
Next, we give 
Construction 7.2. A: QSg -+ S3 is the composite 
RS9J%2 s 2 10~*2s9~* s 3 9 WV 3 -s . 
Although ‘I* is not homotopy multiplicative, we shall prove the following theorem in 
Section 9. 
THEOREM 7.3. A is an H-map and is thus homotopic to a loop map by Lemma 5.1. 
The composite Q(a). q* . R2q9. RE is not an H-map as remarked at the end of Section 9. 
We use Theorem 7.3 to prove 
COROLLARY 7.4. A is homotopic to the loop map Q(v’q,q,) where v’q6v,: Sg + BS3 
represents the generator of xgBS3 z Z/2. 
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Proof: First compute 1 on rrg. Notice that n8S3 z Z/2 with generator v’qgt/, [19; p. 441 
and that 1 on IL* is given by the composite 
SB + +s -+P 7 ‘Is s3 R3SQ M, QS4 2 s3. 
But @a) (16) = 2V, -E(v’) where r6 is the fundamental class of fi3SQ [19; p. 433. Then 
(2~,-E(V’))q,t/~ = -E(v’)q6q, which projects to V”]617 in rr8S3. Since v’q6f/, is the 
generator of n8S3, A and R(V’q&) agree on the bottom cell. Corollary 7.4 now follows from 
Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 7.3. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. There is a homotopy commutative diagram 
Proof: By Lemma 7.1, there is a homotopy commutative diagram 
fi2S5 
h 
------+R2S9{2) 
i* 
h n2sQ 
I I 
4 
R2 (ia) M) 1 RS3 - R4SQ -E R2S9 {2} 
By construction, the diagram 
homotopy commutes. Thus by naturality and this last diagram, the composite 
R2 (id) .a(~) *j* * q* is homotopic to QA and the proposition follows. 
Next, notice that by definition of h in Lemma 3.1, the composite i* . h is homotopic to 
RH2 where H, denotes the second Hilton-Hopf invariant. Thus by Corollary 7.4 and 
Proposition 7.5, one has 
THEOREM 7.6. The diagram 
R2S5 
RH2 
\- R2Sq 
2# 1: R2(~‘w17) 
RS3 
homotopy commutes. 
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$8. PROOF OF 6.1 AND 1.7 
Since 4 factors through (Q2S9) 12) which is 5-connected, it follows that 4 induces the 
trivial map on xi, i I 5. ‘To finish the proof of Proposition 6.1, it suffices to check that 
24 = 202ij in [R2S5, RS3]. The main lemma here is 
LEMMA 8.1. 2R’ij is homotopic to the composite 
R2SS fib, ~2~9 5%d522s’ n=q ,QS3 
where [I~, 15] is the generator of x,S’. 
By Theorem 7.6, 24 factors as R2(v’q6q7) .RH,. Thus Proposition 6.1 follows from 
Lemma 8.2 which of course relies heavily on Toda’s calculations [19]. 
LEMMA 8.2. The composite 
is homotopic to v’q6q,. 
Proof of 8.2. Consider the composite 
S9-S -S -BS. 
CI5,151 5 q. 4 i 3 
BY [19; p. 431, [IS, ts] = v5qs and so q4.[i5, I~] = q4’v5q8. By [19; p. 441, q5v4 = v’q6 and 
thus we have q4v5 = (Ev’)~, and ~~~v~qs = (Ev’)~f~~s. Clearly i,((Ev’)t17’ls) = V’GV~ by 
commutativity of the diagram 
. 
and so Lemma 8.2 follows. 
Proojof8.1. Notice that composite S5 ‘3 S5 5 B S 3 is null-homotopic. Looping twice, 
wehaveiZ2(~).~2([2])=Oin[~2S5,nS3].Butn2([2])=2+n2w.nH,bySection5of 
[33 for w = [is, 15] and 2Q2w.RHz = 0. Thus 2Q2ij = Q2ij.R2w.RH,. 
Proof of 1.7: Let 7~: RSg + BS3 denote the composite 
QS9 z QS8_3EQ2S9q S4L BS3. 
Consider (Q2rr). q*. By construction (7.2), I: RS9 -+ S 3 is the composite Q(3) * q* . R2 q9 . RE. 
Thus RA is homotopic to (Q’n)* q* by definition. By Corollary 7.4, ,QA is homotopic to 
Q’(~‘t/~q,) and by Lemma 8.2, v’q6q, is homotopic to q. [I~, 1~1. 
That q*: Q’S9 --, R’S9 is not an H-map is checked at the end of Section 9, and so 
Proposition 1.7 follows. 
$9. PROOF OF 7.3 AND 1.7 
We prove Theorem 7.3 which states that 1 is homotopic to a loop map. By Lemma 5.1, it 
suffices to show that A is an H-map. 
TheH-deviationofq*is W*:R2S10~Q2S10 + R3 S” by Corollary 5.5. By naturality of 
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the H-deviation, the H-deviation of I is the composite 
RS9 A RAP+ fPS’O A fi2S’O-+ w* Q3SlO n3’19_ *3S9M*S4 M_ S3, 
Again by naturality, the diagram 
RS9 A OS9 - PS’O A PS’O 
W’ 
wI8) A @I*) 
I 
(Q2b) A (Q%,) 
RP A RS8 - R2Sg A n2Sg bR3S9 -R3S9 
W’ 1 
homotopy commutes. Thus we have shown 
LEMMA 9.1. The H-deviation of L is the composite 
Consider the map c(f$~,) A (nq,): CRSg~ OS9 + c(flS’) A (ET*). Since q8 de- 
suspends and the decomposition MZX z C v X[“J is natural for maps of suspensions there 
is a homotopy commutative diagram 
I 
’ (i,j>l 
I ‘. 
v s8(i+j))-w z (i,j2 1 vs’(‘+J)). 
Z(” fp+q 
Since qci+jl is null if i+j 2 4, the adjoint of the H-deviation of 1 factors as 
xflSg A fdSg B xfiS* A OS* -+ Cf2’Sg A R’S9 + CR3Sg + xfiS4 + zS3 
1 
pinch 
s” v s24v s2” 
*I 
evaluate 
S15 v s2’ v S2’ 
_I 
BS3. 
v:5 ” v:, ” rl:1 
Hence, evaluation of the H-deviation rests on computing an element in 
[S” v S24 v S24, BS3] z n17BS2@n24BS3@~24BS3. 
Once we show that this element is trivial, it follows that the H-deviation vanishes. But 
notice that an element in n24BS3 obtained by precomposition with q.3 = 4v,, n 2 5, is 
divisible by 4. Since rr24 BS3 E n2,S3 z Z/202/2 by the main theorem of [15], this 
element must be zero. (Notice that a non-computational approach here is to use James’ result 
that S3 has exponent 4.) To finish, it must be checked that the element in x,,BS3 1 lr,,S3 
z Z/2 is zero. We need to know the specific form of this element. 
The adjoint of this element in 7~~~ S3 is computed from construction (6.5) and the 
homotopy commutative diagram 
S16 rl:, 
1 
*S14 -s 14 [=I *Q3S9 
? I I 
fisg A 1(2Sg - OS* A fiS* -ef12Sg A R2Sg -R S 39 n;,*s 4 - s3 
where [rg, rg] is the adjoint of [tg, rg]. 
Nowby[19;p.61]rr,,Sg z 2/2@2/2@2/2 1 (~g~16}@{~g~@{sg)rwhilethekernel 
of the suspension x1 ,Sg + II 18S10isasubgroupoforder2andwithE(og~,6+~g+~g)=0 
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[19; p. 651. Thus [lg. i9] = c9t116 + 5, + sg and so Cl9,~9lrl:~ = @9q16 + i9 + &9)v17v1~. 
Since all of these elements are suspensions, it follows that 
C19J9M7 = (a,rllstll,t118)+(~9+&9)t117)718. 
Furthermore f19. cl o = V, + c9 and r~. *6, + 1 = on*q,+, if n 2 10 by Lemma 6.4 [19; p. 541. 
Combining this information we have the equation 
C19,l91& = (69r716’11,tfls)+Ifgtllo~ll~lz = [~9(4VIdl$- C(4V9b7121~ 
Since o 1 z desuspends, 
1197 19ltlL = 4 cJ9V16 + v9c712) 
which projects to zero in 7r,,BS3 = H/2. Thus 4.2 follows. 
It is worthpointingout that n19S9 z Z/8 @ H/2 where (4v,)o,, = Oando,v,, isoforder 
8 [ 19; pp. 66 and 721. Thus the composite QS 9 + Q3 S9 in our factorization of 1 is not an H- 
map. Hence q*: Q’S9 + RJSy is not an H-map as was claimed in Proposition 1.7. 
Finally, it is worth remarking that [ig.+ir ibn+i] .~2g,+i is divisible by 4. 
$10. 2Q2ij, EXAMPLE 3.3 
By Lemma 8.1, 2R2ij is homotopic to (Q’fl). (Q2[i5, is]).(QH,). We shall show 
PROPOSITION 10.1. 2Q2q restricted to the 7-skeleton of fi2Ss is not null. 
Remark 10.2. 4Q2ij = 0 in [Q2S5, QS’] by Example 1.3 of [4). That 
essentially Example 1.3 of [4]. ^ _ 
2Q2q # 0 is 
In order to prove Proposition 10.1 we must record the 7-skeleton of Q’S’. Let Ydenote 
the homotopy cofibre of a: S6 + S3 v S6 where a is given by v‘ on S3 and is degree 2 on S6. 
LEMMA 10.3. There is a map of Y to R’S5 which induces a homology isomorphism in 
dimensions I 8. 
Proof: Let E2: S3 + O’S’ be the double suspension. Consider QE: RS4 + R’S’. Since 
RS4 is homotopy equivalent to S3 x RS’ the 6-dimensional homology class in R2SS is 
spherical. Let 5: S6 v S 3 + Q2 S5 denote the map obtained from E 2 and this splitting of RS4. 
Let X denote the homotopy theoretic fibre of 5. A calculation with the homology Serre 
spectral sequence shows that there is a map i: S6 + X which is a homology isomorphism in 
dimensions 5 7. 
By the Serre exact sequence the composite S 6 ’ + S6 v S3 5 R2S5 induces a long exact 
sequence in homotopy and homology (with E,-coefficients) through dimension 7. Since 
H6(R2S5, Z) Z Z/2, the map S6 L S6 v S3 is degree,2 on S6. 
On homotopy, there is an exact sequence 
$jS6 + n,(S6 v S3) --t n,jn2S5 + 0 
which is given by 
E’5 H@H/4t5 Z/8 + 0. 
Let c denote a generator for the left-hand Z, b a generator for Z in z @ H/4, v’ a generator for 
Z/4, and v a generator for H/8. 
Clearly v’ may be chosen such that t*(v’) = 2v since 5, restricted to Z/4 is given by the 
composite E ‘,: n6S3 + x6R2 S5 [19; p. 421. Furthermore t,(b) must generate Z/S since 5,(b) 
= l(2) because 5, is an epimorphism. Assume that c,(b) = - v. [b may be chosen to have this 
property since we are free to multiply b by any odd integer and work over Z,,,.] Finally, we 
may assume that c is chosen such that j(c) = 26 + xv’. 
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Since <,j, = 0, it follows that 
0 = <* .j* (c) = 5, (26 + xv’) = -2v + 2xv. 
Thus 2x = 2(8) and so r: E l(4). (Recall that XE z/4.) Thus_j,(c) = 2b + v’. 
Since S 6 L S6 v S 3 2 R2 S 5 is a cofibration through dimension 8, the lemma follows. 
Proof of 10.1: Consider the composite 
y_,Q2SQ5Q2p W5.k~ *zs5 Q%*S3 
and notice that it is given by 
Y- s - R2S5 - 
pinch , n2i QS3. 
Adjoint and consider 
X2 YpinFh_.S9 c1,,ls5 L Bs . 3 
We show that this composite is non-zero. 
Since 
pinch 
s6 -+ s6 v s3 --a Y- S’ 
is a cofibre sequence, the Barratt-Puppe sequence insures a long exact sequence of groups 
. . .-[P v s5, Z-J +-[Iz2~z]-[s9,z]+--[s9vs6,z]- .-. 
for any pointed space Z. 
Now observe that 6. [I~, I~] is adjoint to v’qz by Lemma 8.2. Thus the image of the non- 
trivialelement~‘~~of[S~,BS~]in[I;~Y,BS~]iszeroifandonlyifitisintheimageof(E~j)*: 
[S9 v S’, BS3] + [S’, BS3]. We claim that (E3j)* is the zero map and so Example 3.3 
follows. 
Notice that [S9 v S6, BS3] 2 rr,S3 @n5S3 as a group and the induced map (E3j)* is a 
group homomorphism. (E3j)* on the generator of 7r,BS3 is given by the composite 
s9 E’j s9 v s6 project 
- S9 + BS3. 
Since E3 (j) is degree 2 on the 9-sphere, this last map is zero. Next, observe that (E3j)* on the 
generator of 7r6BS3 is given by the composite 
Thus, it suffices to consider 
s8 E2V: s5 244 23 s3 
which is zero [19; p. 441. Thus the example follows. 
0 Il. PdOOFS OF 6.2 AND 6.4 
We prove Proposition 6.2 which states that the maps 4 and g of Proposition 6.1 and 
Theorem 3.2 respectively cannot be H-maps. In particular, we show 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Let f: R2 S5 + RS 3 be an H-map which is onto x3. Then 2f # 0 in the 
group [CFS5, RS3]. 
Proof: Observe that since RS3 is homotopy abelian, the sum of two H-maps is again an 
H-map. Thus p = (f12?‘j) -f is an H-map which is trivial on 7r3. 
Since the composite RS” 5 fi2S5 2 RS3 is null-homotopic, p is trivial on the 6-skeleton 
of R2S5. 
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Restrict p to I: the 7-skeleton of R2S5. By the above paragraph, r = p Irfactors through 
the 7-sphere: The diagram 
pinch 
Y-S 7 
homotopy commutes. Since n,S3 z Z/2, it follows that 2(r) is null. 
If 2f = 0 in [Q2 S’, RS3], then 2p = 2(Q2q) which by Proposition 10.1 is non-trivial on I: 
The above paragraph gives that 2p restricted to Y is null. This is a contradiction. 
Thus g of Theorem 2.2 cannot be an H-map. If 4 of Proposition 6.1 were an H-map, then 
g would be an H-map since g = R2 (ij) - 4; Proposition 6.2 follows. 
We next check Lemma 6.4 which states that (!A2 [2]). RE = 2RE in [QS”, Q2 S”+ ‘1. If n 
is even, then Q2 [2] k 2 + R2 w. RH, in [Q2 S”+ i, R2 S”’ ‘1 by Section 5 of [3 J where H, is 
the second Hilton-Hopf invariant. By the remarks there, a similar but more complicated 
formula involving a third Hopf invariant is satisfied when n is odd. Since RH,. 0E = 0 if 
i 2 2, it follows that R2 [2]. QE = 2RE in [QS”, R2 S”+ ‘1 and so Lemma 6.4 follows. 
$12. PROOF OF 4.2 
We prove Lemma 4.2 which states that 
(i) y : R2 S3 ( 3 ) x W, + (a2 S 5, { 2) induces an isomorphism on the module of primitives 
for mod-2 homology in degrees 2 and 5, and 
(ii) the mod-2 homology of R2 S3 ( 3 ) x W, is isomorphic to that of (Q2 S 5, (2) as a 
coalgebra over the Steenrod algebra. 
We first prove (i). Consider p: Q2S9 -+ RS5 of Theorem 4.1 and thus obtain a choice of 
map p: (n3S9) (2) + (a2 S’) (2) giving a morphism of fibrations 
n=p 
n4s9 ____3 Q3S5 
jll I* 
(03S9) (2) p w (@S5){2j 
Next, recall that the class in H, (Q2 S 5, is spherical. In particular, the 8-skeleton of a2 S 5 is 
given by the space Yin Lemma 10.3. 
LEMMA 12.1. Let v: S6 + Q2S5 be any map which induces a non-zero map on H,. Then v 
generates n6Q2S5 z Z/8. 
Proof Since v induces an epimorphism on H,(R’S’; E) z Z/2, v is not divisible by 2. 
Thus by Lemmas 4.2 and 12.1, the map Qp: R3 S9 + R’S5 induces an isomorphism on 
H6(;Z/2). Hence p induces a monomorphism on H,(;Z/2). 
Since H,((R2S5) (2}; Z/2) 2 H,(Q2S5;Z/2) @H,(R3S5;h/2) as a Hopf algebra, there 
is exactly one primitive in degrees 2, 3, 4 and 5. By the preceding paragraph, 7 induces an 
isomorphism on the module of primitives in degree 5. By definition of y and Lemma 3.1, y 
induces an isomorphism in degree 2. Thus Lemma 4,2(i) follows. 
To prove Lemma 4.2(ii), we recall the action of the Steenrod algebra on the mod-2 
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homology of (n2S5) (2) and RZ S3 ( 3 ) x W, . For the remainder of this section, all 
homology groups are taken with Z/Zcoefficients. 
By Section 2 of [2], H, (n2S5) {2} 2 Z/2[ x2, x3, Q;Ix,, Qt Q;x2] as a Hopfalgebra for 
a 2 1 and b + c 2 1 with the degree of xi given by i. The action of the Steenrod algebra is 
given by 
(1) %!x, = x2, 
(2) the Nishida relations for QtQ;x,, and 
(3) S&%x, = 
i 
(QI;-‘xj)’ if i = 0 
0 if i > 0, 
with Qyx, = x3. 
To describe the coalgebra structure of H,(R2S3 (3 ) x W,), first recall that 
H,R2S3 (3 ) z Z/2[x,, Q; xi] as a Hopf algebra for a 2 1. Furthermore, the action of the 
Steenrod operations on H,R2S3 (3 ) is given by [S; p. 2141 
1 
(Q;-‘x1)2 if i = 0, a > 1, 
Sq:‘Q”,x, = x2 if i = 0, a = 1, 
0 if i > 0. 
The action of the Steenrod operations on W, follows from the fact that fi2 S5 + W, induces 
an epimorphism in homology. Thus as a coalgebra, over the Steenrod algebra, H, W, is 
isomorphic to the Hopf algebra Z/2 [Qt Q;x,], b + c 2 1, where the Steenrod operations are 
given by the Nishida relations (with x’; = 0 for i 2 1). Thus by inspection, H, (0’s 5 ) { 2) and 
H, (a2 S3 (3 ) x W,) are isomorphic as coalgebras over the Steenrod algebra. 
$13. PRIMITIVES IN H&S3 AND THE PROOF OF 1.8 
Throughout Sections 13-15, all homology groups are taken with Z/Zcoefficients. Recall 
that H,R$’ z Z/2[Q”IQ:[1]*[-2”‘b]] where Q:Q![l] = Q1--;: Q1Q2 1;: Q2[l] 
[S; p. 2261. We shall omit the notation “ * [ -2“+b]rr and the symbol “Q; Q”, Cl]” will denote 
(Q”1Q!X11)4-2”+“1~ 
PROPOSITION 13.1. There is at most one primitive in anyjixed degree of H,RiS3. A basis 
for primitives, PH,RzS’, is given by the 2’-th powers of the elements 
(i) Q;[l], a > 0, and 
(ii) Q’; Qi Cl1 + (Q’1’“Cll) (Qi Cll)*‘, ~1, b > 0. 
Clearly PH,@S3 is an dop module in the usual way (Sq’(x) = Sqix) where & is the 
mod-2 Steenrod algebra. Let i: PH.&S3 + PH,@S3 be any map whichcommutes with the 
d OP-action. 
PROPOSITION 13.2. If i is an isomorphism in degrees less than or equal to 2, then { is an 
isomorphism. 
This last proposition will be proven in Section 15. Let f: RsS3 + figs3 be any map of 
spaces. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Zff, is an isomorphism on Ici for i I 2, then f is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof of 1.8. Iff, induces an isomorphism on rri for i 5 2, thenf, induces an isomorphism 
on PH,RzS3 in degrees I 2. Thus f, restricted to Pkf,R~S3 is an isomorphism by 
Proposition 13.2 and so f, is an isomorphism. Since R2S3 is a connected H-space, 
Proposition 1.8 follows from the generalized Whitehead theorem for maps between 
connected H-spaces. 
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We shall finish this section by supplying a proof of Proposition 13.1 by first recording the 
degrees of the generators Q; Qi[l]. 
LEMMA 13.3. The degree ofQ4 Q;[l] is given by 
IQ”1Q;[l]I = 2”-1+2”(2’+l -2). 
Proof. The degree of Q”, [l] is 2b+1 - 2 by induction and the degree of Q; x is 2” - 1 
+ 2”() x I) by induction. 
To compute PH,nzS 3 we need the exact sequence of Milnor-Moore in Proposition 2.13 
of [14] given by 
0 + P (kt(A)) + P(A) + Q(A) + Q (kl(A)) -) 0 
where A is a connected Hopf algebra with both commutative multiplication and commuta- 
tive comultiplication over a field k of characteristic p # 0, 5 is the pth power map, k W is the 
vector space generated by Wand klA is (k<(A*))*. First of all, they show that P(A) + Q(A) is 
an isomorphism in degrees = l(2). Apply this to A = H,0zS3. 
Thus by the above exact sequence and Lemma 13.3, the odd degree primitives are in 
degrees 2” - 1 + 2” (2’ + 1 - 2) for a 2 1 and b 2 0. Again by Lemma 13.3, the module of 
indecomposables concentrated in even degrees is zero in degrees # 2’+ 1 - 2 and is Z/2 in 
degrees 2’+ ’ -2 for b 2 1. We shall show 
LEMMA 13.4. The map Q(A) + Q(kA(A)) is an isomorphism in degrees 2’+l -2. 
COROLLARY 13.5. In odd degrees P(A) + Q(A) is an isomorphism. In even degrees P(k<(A) 
+ P(A) is an isomorphism. Thus P(A) is spanned by the 2’-th power of odd degree primitives. 
To do these calculations the diagonal map A must be written down. 
LEM’MA 13.6. 
(i) Q; [l] is primitive. 
(ii) AQt[l] =Q~[1]@Q~[1]+Q~[1]~1+1~Q~[t]+Zy@y’~for y or y’ de- 
composable. 
(iii) AQ:Q;[l] = Q;Qt[l] 01 +Q;‘b[l] @(Q~[1])2’.+ (Q’; [1]2’@Q:‘b[l] 
+ 1 OQ"IQb2C11. 
The proof is given in Section 14. 
Using Lemma 13.6, we prove Lemma 13.4 and then Proposition 13.1. 
Proof of 13.4. Recall that kl(A) = (k<(A*))*. Q(k2A) is non-zero provided P(kt;(A*)) is 
non-zero since the module of indecomposables i dual to the module of primitives. We shall 
study this in A*. 
A basis for A = H,@S 3 is given by the basis of monomials. Consider the dual basis to the 
monomial basis. Then the dual basis element (Q;[l])* is primitive in the dual basis since 
Q;[l] is indecomposable in H,RiS3. 
Since AQ‘j[l] = Q’;[l]@Q’;[l]+others, it follows that ((Qy[l])*)2 = (Q;[l])* 
+others in A*. In particular <((Q;[l])*) # 0. But {((Qy[l])*) is primitive since Q?[l] is 
indecomposable. Thus Pz”1 _z(kt;(A*)) # 0 and so Q2”, _,(kiA) # 0. 
Since Q2.+ I _2(A) = Z/2 by Lemma 13.3 and Q2’+1 _2(A) -, Qza-l _2(kiA) is onto a non- 
zero module, it follows that these two modules are isomorphic. 
We next give 
Proof of 13.1. By Corollary 13.5 and Lemma 13.3 the primitives in H.&S3 are given by 
the 2’-th powers of elements in degrees 2” - 1 + 2”(2b+ ’ - 2) for a > 0. We claim that there is 
at most one of these in any degree. 
It suffices to check that if 2N[2a - 1 + 2”(2bc1 -2)] = 2”[2c - 1 +2c(2d+1 -2)] for a, 
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c > 0, then N = M,a=candb=d.FirstnoticethatN=Mbecause2”-1+2”(2*+‘-2) 
and 2’ - 1 + 2c(2d+ ’ -2) are odd. Thus it suffices to check when 
2” - 1+2”(2*+i -2) = 2’-1+2’(2d+i -2) 
or equivalently 
2”(2*+ 1- 1) = 2c(2d+’ - 1). 
It follows that a = c and b = d. 
To prove the second part of Proposition 13.1 it thus suffices to exhibit one primitive in 
degree 2 - 1+ 2”(2*+ I - 2). By Lemma 13.6(i) and (iii), it follows that the listed elements in 
Proposition 13.1 are primitive: Q'f [l] is primitive by Lemma 13.6(i). Furthermore if 1?’ 
denotes the reduced diagonal, it follows that 
(1) ~(Q;+“C11)(Q!CW2~ = Q’l+*Cll 0(QblCW2’+ (QWl)2’OQ’l+bC11 
and 
(2) ~Q4Q;Cll = Q’l+bC~30~Q~C~l~2’+~Q~C~l~2’OQ’1+bC~l 
by Lemma 13.6(ii). Thus Q’f Qt[l] + (Q~‘*[l])(Q~[l])’ is primitive. 
Wellington gives an inductive method to compute primitives in H&S” [21]. Although 
the proof of Proposition 13.1 is mildly redundant, we include the details for the convenience 
of the reader. 
514. THE DIAGONAL MAP AND THE PROOF OF 13.6 
Some facts about AQ; Q”, [l] are recorded in this section. A proof of Lemma 13.6 is given 
using the following Adem relations. 
LEMMA 14.1. (i) QzQlx = 0, (ii) Q1(x2) = 0, and (iii) Q2(x2) = (Qlx)‘for any class x. 
Proof: Inspection 
To compute the diagonal for Q’; Q”, [l], notice that 
AQf Q”2Cll = CQi, . . * Qi,Qj, . . . Qj,Cll OQi; . - . Qi:Qj; - * * Qj;Cll 
where i, + ii = 1 and j, +j; = 2 since A[l] = [l] @Cl]. 
We use this information to give the 
Proof of 13.6. If b = 0, observe that all terms in AQ; [l] except Qt [l] @ Qt [l] 
+ Q;[ l] @Q; [l] vanish, and so Lemma 13.6(i) follows. 
Next notice that 
AQ”, Cl] = CQj, . . . Qj,Cll OQj; * * . Qj;Cll. 
All terms with . . . Q2Ql . . . are zero by Lemma 14.1(i). All terms with . . . Q2Qo . . . are 
decomposable by Lemma 14.1 (iii). All terms with . . . Qi Q. . . . are zero by Lemma 14.1 (ii). It 
follows that 
where y and y’ are decomposable. 
We prove 10,7(iii) similarly. First, AQ’;Q;[l] = CQi, . . . Qi, Qj, . . . Qj,[l] @ 
Qi; . . . Qi:Qjzl . . Qjg [l] with 0 I i, 5 1. Terms of the form.. . QIQo . . . vanish by 
Lemma 14.1 (ii) and so we may assume that 
AQ’1QiCll = CQYQj, 1.. Qj,Cll OQ”oQj; . * * Qj;Cll 
+ CQ”oQj, . . . Qj,Cll OQY Qj, . . . Qj;Cll. 
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An inspection of the terms in the diagonal together with the Adem relations in Lemma 
14.1 gives 
AQ4Q”zVl = Q”1 Q;CllOl +Q‘i+“l21 0(QtLU2” 
+(Q;C112”0Q’;+bC11+ 1 OQ‘iQb2CU 
$15. PROOF OF 13.2 
Assume that c: PH,@S3 + PH.&S3 is any map which commutes with the doP-action 
and which is an isomorphism in degrees I 2. Then Proposition 13.2 states that [ is an 
isomorphism. 
It is worthwhile remarking that PH,R$3 is a rather nice doP-module. 
Our main calculations involve the Steenrod operations on the element 
xb = Q~Qb2C11+(Qbl+1C11(Q~C11)2, b’ 0. 
In particular, let Sq’b = (Sq2) (Sq4) (Sq2”_ ‘) (Sq q. 
LEMMA 15.1. Sq$(xb) = Qi”[l] if b > 0. 
Proof. We check that 
(a) %‘pQIQ”2C11 = Qbr”C11 and 
(b) Sq:bC(Q~+‘C11)(Q~C1121 = 0. 
To check (a), it suffices to see that SqikQlx = QISq:x which follows from the Nishida 
relations. Indeed then 
sq$sq$_’ . . . Sd&:Q,Q;C11= Sq$. . . S~~,QIQ~Q~~-‘C~I 
=sq$Y.. Sq:Q&:Q,Q;-‘Cl1 
=Sq$... sdQ~QlQ:-2CU 
= Q;“[l]. 
Tocheck(b),itsuficestoseethatSq~Qb,[l] = (Qf-‘[1])2ifb > landSq$Qb,[l] =Oifi 
> 1 which again follows by inspection of the Nishida relations: 
sq$ . . s~:(Q~+‘C11)(Q~C11)2 = Sq$. . . ~~~~Q~+‘C~I~~Q~-‘C~l~” 
=sq$. . . ~~~(Q~+‘C11)(Q~-2C11)* 
= 0, 
and the lemma follows. 
To do the next calculation observe that 
(i) sq;xb = s~~(QlQb,~~~~(Q~~1~i1)(Q~~i~)2) = (Q?Ul)’ 
since b > 0. Set J, = (1, 2, . . . , 2b-2) and observe that 
(ii) SqjbQi[l] = (Ql[1])2”-’ if b > 1 
(where Sq$ = Sqi*-' . . . Sq:Sq:) and 
(iii) SqiJb(Qi Cl])” = (Qi [1])2”“. 
Proofof13.2. If u is an element of PH,RzS3, then C(u) = au for some scalar depending on 
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u since there is at most one primitive in any fixed degree by Proposition 13.1. We check that 
a = 1. 
The first stage of the proof is to check Proposition 13.2 for u = zh’ = (Q1 Cl])*” by 
induction on N. The hypotheses of Proposition 13.2 give the result for N = 0,l. Assume that 
result is correct for N I k and check it for N = k + 1 by induction with k 2 1: Consider 
xk = Q~Q~C~l+~Q~“C~l~~Q~C~1~2. Then 
(1) %ixk = (Qi PII by (9, and 
(2) SqzJkSq:xk = (Ql[l])*“’ by (iii), if k > 1. 
Furthermore 
(3) Sqkx, = Qt”[l] by Lemma 15.1, 
and so 
(4) SqI,t+dq$x, = (Q, Cl])*“. 
If k = 1, then <(xk) = xk by (4). Thus [(z,) = z2 by (1). Hence it suffices to assume that k > 1. 
But then <(xk) = xk by (4) together with the induction bypothesis. Then [(z,, 1) = zk+ 1 by (2). 
Since <(zk) = zk for all k, 
(5) SqzMJ*+lSq$M1k(xk)*M = (Q1[l])*“‘” and 
(6) SqrJk(Q: [l])*” = (Q1 [l])*“‘“-’ if k > 1, 
it follows that i(x) = x for x in PH,@S3. 
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